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COMMENTARY 

* Current week daily load plotted with past 3 months daily load 

One of the themes we've been championing the last year is over estimation of EV load and the underestimation of AI load. A few 
weeks ago, we talked about a Verge article interviewing Meta CEO Mark Zuckerberg. The article mentioned Meta's interest and intent 
on ordering NVidia chips. We did some math that stated if NVidia could get to their goal of 2 million chips sold in 2024, the power 
consumption of those chips would rank as the 5th largest city in the US, slightly ahead of Phoenix and behind Houston. Also, a while 
back we also commented on Hertz and their intent on selling off EVs. They stated that reliability, customer demand, and driver error 
were reasons to cut some of their inventory in rental centers. 

This week, Wall Street gave us more examples of both. Unless you don't get a newspaper, turn on some financial news, or have an X 
account, there is no way you could have missed the NVidia earnings news this week. There are plenty of research reports or articles 
to go into the details, but fair to say, they are will on their way to the 2 million chip goal. Conversely, with less fanfare, Rivian the EV 
truck maker announced layoffs and cutbacks on production. The reason given was lack of demand in the space right now and possible 
market saturation for those actually looking for EVs. 

The natural gas markets reacted to this with a one-day rally of nearly 10%. Alas, it was short lived as current fundamentals are driving 
the front month of the curve and prices have retreated to levels of the last two weeks. More comments like this, and the fundamen-
tals that would come with less production are now needed to cut through excess storage as we exit winter.  

PJM, MISO, ERCOT, ISO-NE, etc etc....we've all heard of the ISO/RTOs that make up the vast grid in this country. Fun fact....have you 
ever heard of NMISA? This year, Northern Maine Independent System Administrator is celebrating 25 years. NMISA covers the two 
northern most counties in Maine and with a load of roughly 130 MW.  
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https://www.theverge.com/2024/1/18/24042354/mark-zuckerberg-meta-agi-reorg-interview?ref=blog.aesi-inc.com
https://www.nmisa.com/

